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Replacing animal-derived proteins with plant-based proteins has environmental and health benefits. Despite
increasing consumer acceptance of plant-based proteins, most individuals do not frequently consume them.
Understanding how different consumer groups perceive and categorise plant-based proteins in comparison to
animal-derived proteins can support the protein transition, as it might provide insights into both consumer
acceptance and how to position plant-based proteins. Based on categorisation theory, we investigated how
different consumers – omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans – categorise various sources of proteins
and to what extent they use taxonomic, goal-derived or cross-categorisation approaches. 121 Dutch participants
free-sorted 80 product cards (30 plant-based proteins, 20 animal-derived proteins, 5 hybrids (animal-plant) and
25 non-protein products). Forty participants elaborated on their categorisations in follow-up interviews. Our
findings show that similar strategies can result in different categories depending on consumer group. Taxonomic
categorisation strategies are dominantly applied by all consumer groups, but specific categories differ. With
decreasing animal protein consumption, omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans become increasingly
strict in their categorisations. Omnivores do not separate proteins as strictly as flexitarians, vegetarians and
vegans. All groups separate animal-derived meat from plant-based meat alternatives, but hybrid meat is
ambiguous for omnivores and flexitarians. Variations in categorisations of plant-based proteins between groups
give directions to marketers on how to tailor positioning of these products in a way that consumers identify and
adopt plant-based proteins, to guide and accelerate the protein transition.

1. Introduction
Reducing animal-derived meat and dairy consumption is beneficial
for the environment and public health (Martin et al., 2020; Taufik et al.,
2019). Consumers can substitute animal-derived proteins (i.e., meat,
dairy, eggs) with plant-based proteins (Onwezen et al., 2021), though,
most consumers neither perceive nor categorise plant-based proteins as
attractive alternatives. This may be because plant-based proteins do not
fit consumers’ habits, health beliefs, social norms or preferences (De
Boer et al., 2017; Gonera et al., 2021; Hartmann & Siegriest, 2017).
Recent studies reveal that the number of consumers who actively replace
part of or all animal-derived proteins with plant-based proteins is
increasing (Onwezen et al., 2020; Verain et al., 2020). This is for

example noticeable from the number of flexitarians (consumers who
deliberately reduce meat consumption frequency) which increased from
13% in 2011 to almost 43% in 2019 in the Netherlands (Dagevos, 2021).
Consumers’ perceptions, categorisations and expertise about
plant-based proteins potentially differs when considering the con
sumption frequency of plant-based proteins and associated
self-identification of consumers in relation to animal-derived protein
consumption. This suggests positioning proteins in a way that it fits
consumers depending on their diet.
Current supermarket shelf geography serves the lifestyle and
expertise of the majority of consumers, without taking possible relevant
differences between consumer groups into account. As the majority
identifies as omnivores (consumers who consider meat and dairy as
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normal elements of their diets; Gravely & Fraser, 2018), supermarket
geography tends to reflect their lifestyle and values. This includes
positioning of plant-based meat alternatives that mimic meat. Although
these products tend to be positioned away from animal-derived meat,
their presentation generally follows a similar shelf organisation as that
of meat, while other protein sources like nuts and legumes tend to be in
entirely different grocery departments (Gravely & Fraser, 2018). Posi
tioning all protein sources together might be a relevant categorisation
for consumers who reduce or refrain from animal-derived proteins (i.e.,
flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans).
To facilitate the growing number of consumers open to consume
plant-based proteins as alternatives to meat and dairy, it is relevant to
know how these specific consumer groups categorise plant-based pro
teins. When consumers decide which options to consider during shop
ping, they depend on their psychological categorisation of products to
reduce confusion and to facilitate their comparison and purchasing
process (Felcher et al., 2001; Marano-Marcolini & Torres-Ruiz, 2017).
Categorisation influences consideration set formation (Felcher et al.,
2001) which defines the group of brands or products a consumer takes
into consideration when choosing an option (Hoek et al., 2011; Paulssen
& Bagozzi, 2005). By learning from different consumer groups, we gain
understanding of consumer categorisations and choices in the shopping
environment. For example, vegetarians and vegans only consider
plant-based meat alternatives, while flexitarians consider meat or
plant-based meat alternatives depending on whether they plan a
meat-free day (Dagevos, 2021), and omnivores might not consider
plant-based meat alternatives at all. We expect that consumer groups
with diverging meat and/or dairy (substitute) diets have different
consideration sets that depend on how they categorise proteins.
Although literature comparing omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians and
vegans is rapidly expanding recently (e.g., Cliceri et al., 2018; De Boer
et al., 2017; Gonera et al., 2021; Haas et al., 2019; Hoek et al., 2004;
Kerslake et al., 2021; Kilian & Hamm, 2021; Kim et al., 2022; Lang,
2020; Malek et al., 2019; Possidónio et al., 2021; Vanhonacker et al.,
2013; Verain et al., 2022), none of these sources reveal how specific
consumer groups differ in their categorisations of plant-based proteins.
Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to explore how four different
consumer groups – omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians, vegans – cate
gorise plant-based proteins. With these insights, marketers and super
markets can tailor the positioning of plant-based proteins to better
facilitate consumer groups in transitioning towards plant-based
proteins.

meat alternatives by assessing whether they are more (dis)similar to
meat (i.e., reference product; Hoek et al., 2011). Chollet et al. (2022)
investigated consumer categorisations of proteins (both animal-derived
and plant-based) and show that meat and plant-based meat alternatives
are categorised differently on evaluative dimensions such as level of
processing and origin. Besides plant-based meat alternatives, other
plant-based (including nuts, jackfruit, mushrooms; Chollet et al., 2022;
Possidónio et al., 2021) and hybrid proteins replacing meat, fish and
dairy are relevant to fully understand how the broad range of proteins is
perceived by consumers. Until now, previous protein categorisation
studies (Chollet et al., 2022; Hoek et al., 2011) do not distinguish be
tween different consumers based on dietary preferences. We add to
literature by building on the aforementioned studies to explore whether
categorisations differ among consumer groups, by including both
plant-based meat and dairy alternatives and by conducting an in-depth
assessment of underlying consumer associations.
1.1.2. Categorisation strategies
One mechanism underlying categorisation theory is the catego
risation strategy used by consumers. The two most studied catego
risation strategies are taxonomic and goal-derived categorisation
strategies (Estes et al., 2012; Felcher et al., 2001; Lawson et al., 2017;
Loken et al., 2008; Murphy, 2001) and these strategies also seem rele
vant to distinguish between consumer groups in the context of
plant-based proteins. Taxonomic categorisations are based on similar
physical external attributes (e.g., appearance, structure, origin) and can
be accessed spontaneously (Felcher et al., 2001). An example of a
taxonomic categorisation is classifying proteins based on the property of
animal-derived (e.g., pork, chicken, beef) versus plant-based origin (e.g.,
soy, peas, legumes) (Hoek et al., 2011; Ross & Murphy, 1999). Goal-
derived categorisations are based on aspects related to the fulfilment of
common consumption goals within salient contexts (e.g., meal type,
nutritional value, preparation scripts; Felcher et al., 2001). For example,
the salience of daily protein intake as consumption goal can lead to a
goal-derived categorisation of cow milk and oat drink together (repre
senting animal-derived and plant-based proteins). Both sources fulfil the
need of protein consumption and are therefore in one goal-derived
category (Ross & Murphy, 1999), despite the taxonomic difference in
origin.
The four consumer groups – omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians and
vegans – might use different categorisation strategies. We argue that
vegetarians and vegans have more expertise with plant-based proteins,
and therefore regarded as higher in dietary expertise. Previous studies
revealed that individuals with higher expertise create more goal-derived
than taxonomic categories (Betz & Coley, 2020). Experts typically sort
based on extrinsic factors arising from their personal extensive experi
ence, whereas novices (i.e., people with less well-developed category
knowledge; Kardes et al., 2004) more often apply superficial observa
tions based on appearance (Coley & Betz, 2018). Experts may emphasize
relational features (i.e., goal-derived categorisations), whereas novices
may emphasize attributional features (i.e., taxonomic categorisations;
Felcher et al., 2001). This could result in experts categorising
plant-based sausages, chickpeas and cashews together in a goal-derived
category “plant-based proteins”. Novices might categorise such products
as “vegetarian alternatives”, “vegetables”, and “nuts”, respectively.
Thus, we propose that consumers who consume more plant-based pro
teins (high dietary expertise) employ goal-derived strategies in catego
rising plant-based proteins. Omnivores and flexitarians are argued to be
lower in dietary expertise because they are less familiar with consuming
plant-based proteins and thus lack appropriate knowledge about
plant-based proteins (Elzerman et al., 2021). Therefore, we propose that
consumers who consume more animal-derived proteins (low dietary
expertise) apply taxonomic strategies to categorise plant-based proteins.

1.1. Categorisation theory
To understand how consumers categorise plant-based proteins, we
use psychological categorisation theory to comprehend how these
products are classified by consumers. Humans organize their knowledge
about objects they encounter – e.g., plants, animals, foods – automati
cally and effortlessly (Coley & Betz, 2018). Similarly, consumers cate
gorise new and existing products to comprehend usage information and
form an evaluation (Clark & Bogdan, 2019; Hoek et al., 2011). The
underlying assumption of categorisation theory is that categorisation is
useful for consumers as it structures knowledge about product categories
which simplifies judgement and decision making. Well-developed cat
egories allow consumers to infer product properties by relating infor
mation about a perceived product to relevant category information
(Loken et al., 2008).
1.1.1. Categorising plant-based proteins
Previous studies (Chollet et al., 2022; Hoek et al., 2011) investigated
consumers’ category representations of proteins using plant-based meat
alternatives as starting point. The findings of Hoek et al. (2011) illus
trate, in accordance with categorisation theory, that consumers’
perception of plant-based meat alternatives depend on how these al
ternatives relate to other products. Consumers evaluate plant-based

1.1.3. Cross-categorisation
Consumers group objects in either one or multiple categories
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(Murphy, 2001). Cross-categorisation is the extent to which products are
categorised into multiple (sub)categories (Khare & Chowdhury, 2015),
indicating how malleable consumers’ categorisations are (Loken et al.,
2008). For example, the same individual can categorise lentils as “le
gumes”, “vegetables”, “protein”, “soup ingredient”, and “healthy”, using
both taxonomic and goal-derived categorisation strategies. Consumers’
ability to cross-categorise can lead to multiple, sometimes overlapping
categories with fuzzy boundaries (Chowdhury et al., 2018; Moreau
et al., 2001), depending on the context (Loken et al., 2008).
Consumers with expertise are found to be more flexible in their
categorisations than novices (Loken et al., 2008). Experts are more likely
to subcategorise products (Fischer & Steenbekkers, 2018), or to be
flexible about categorising alternatives depending on the usage context
(Loken et al., 2008). Experts’ extensive knowledge involves a deeper
understanding of less obvious properties, providing them with knowl
edge of multiple relations among concepts (Coley & Betz, 2018). For
example, consumers with less experience in plant-based proteins (i.e.,
omnivores and flexitarians) probably classify unprocessed plant-based
proteins such as nuts and legumes in the taxonomic categories “nuts”
and “legumes” or in goal-derived categories “snacks” (Ross & Murphy,
1999) and “vegetables” (Lemken et al., 2019), respectively. Vegetarians
and vegans, more experienced plant-based protein consumers, probably
categorise nuts in the same nut and snack categories, but also as
plant-based protein alternatives to meat or dairy. Therefore, we propose
that consumers who consume more plant-based proteins (high dietary
expertise) illustrate a higher capability to cross-categorise compared to
consumers who consume more animal-derived proteins (low dietary
expertise). Investigating cross-categorisation in the plant-based protein
context is relevant to understand whether consumers are open towards
flexible categorisations when choosing in a retail setting.

operationalized by distinguishing four consumer groups that differ in
dietary preference (N = 40; 10 omnivores, 10 flexitarians, 10 vegetar
ians, 10 vegans1). Omnivores are defined as consumers who do not
deliberately refrain from avoiding meat or dairy and regularly consume
meat and dairy. We defined flexitarians as consumers who report to
avoid meat one or more days a week and those who only occasionally eat
meat (Rosenfeld, 2018). Vegetarians are consumers who do not eat meat
but do consume dairy (ovo-lacto vegetarians) with some of them also
consuming fish (pescatarians). Vegans are consumers who refrain from
consuming any animal-derived products. Via a screening survey, par
ticipants self-reported their dietary preferences (Omnivore; Flexitarian;
Vegetarian/Pescatarian; Vegan), demographics and background
variables.
2.1.2. Materials
A card-sort protocol and semi-structured interview guide (see Sup
plementary Data) were developed and refined through two series with in
total 11 pilots. Participants were presented with a sorted pile of 80 cards
containing a picture and name of a food product programmed in the
whiteboard software Miro (https://miro.com/). The general setup was
similar to the approaches of Bekker et al. (2017), Chollet et al. (2022)
and Hoek et al. (2011), although adapted to an online setting due to
COVID-19 restrictions (Menary et al., 2021). To structure the range of
plant-based proteins, we grouped the various sorts of plant-based pro
teins currently marketed as food to consumers in the following way
(Fischer et al., 2023): (1) analogues that mimic animal-derived meat and
dairy (e.g., vegetarian burgers, soy drinks), (2) non-analogues that do
not mimic animal-derived meat and dairy (a) processed alternatives (e.
g., falafel, tofu); and (b) unprocessed alternatives (e.g., nuts, legumes),
and (3) hybrids where part of the animal protein is substituted with
plant-based proteins (e.g., seaweed-beef burgers and almond-cowmilk).
The product stimuli were selected based on the aim to represent a wide
range of commercially available products (except for hybrid dairy
products which are not (yet) available in the Netherlands), varying in
relevant product features (i.e., origin, mimicking, level of processing;
see Appendix A). To represent an in-store consumption setting, pictures
of unprepared products were shown (see Appendix B). If possible,
products were shown without packaging to avoid brand or packaging
design associations (Hoek et al., 2011). Meat and dairy were included as
reference category to see how participants categorised plant-based
proteins compared to their animal-derived counterparts. Additionally,
non-protein products were included to allow taxonomic, goal-derived
and cross-categorisations. Products included were 55 protein products:
10 animal-derived meat products, 7 plant-based meat analogues, 7
plant-based processed meat non-analogues, 3 hybrid meat products, 10
animal-derived dairy products, 9 plant-based dairy analogues, 2 hybrid
dairy products and 7 plant-based unprocessed non-analogues. In addi
tion, 25 non-protein products (e.g., potato crisps, vegetables, drinks)
were added.

1.2. Current study
To explore how and with which categorisation strategy different
consumers (i.e., omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians, vegans) categorise
proteins, we conducted two studies. Study 1 combines an online cardsorting task (step 1) with a follow-up interview (step 2) to provide indepth insights. To show robustness of categorisation, Study 2 repeats
Study 1 with a physical card-sorting task. We contribute to consumer
categorisation literature by giving in-depth knowledge on how different
consumers categorise a broad range of (novel) plant-based and animalderived proteins. Using a theory-based approach, this paper explores
whether the use of (taxonomic vs. goal-derived) categorisation strate
gies and cross-categorisations differ across consumer groups.
2. Study 1
2.1. Methods
Consumers’ category representations of plant-based proteins were
elicited using an online free card-sorting task (step 1). Card-sorting is a
suitable method for unravelling consumers’ cognitive structures of lowinvolvement products such as food (Bech-Larsen & Nielsen, 1999) and
allows consumers to sort stimuli into categories that represent con
sumers’ underlying associations and mental organization of how prod
ucts are perceived (Blake et al., 2007; Coley & Betz, 2018; Hoek et al.,
2011). An in-depth assessment of the underlying category structure was
conducted by follow-up interviews (step 2). The Social Sciences Ethics
Committee from Wageningen University & Research provided ethical
approval for the study.

2.1.3. Measures
During the card-sorting task (step 1), participants were asked to
create as many product piles as they considered relevant on whatever
criterion they could consider, but more than 1 and less than 80. We
recorded which products were placed together in a category (category
content) and which labels were used to describe a category (category
labels). Furthermore, we counted the number of piles made as indicator for
the degree of specificity in categorising (Blanchard & Banerji, 2016). In
follow-up interviews (step 2), we asked participants their perceived ease
of categorisation and which categorisation strategy they used (Blanchard &

2.1.1. Participants
A purposive sample of forty Dutch respondents was approached
through the European market research company MSI-ACI (https://site.
msi-aci.com/). We used purposive sampling to recruit participants
(Teddlie & Yu, 2007) based on dietary expertise. Dietary expertise was

1
Due to the low proportion of vegans in the Netherlands, MSI-ACI could only
find 4 vegans willing to participate in their panel. The other 6 vegans were
recruited via the organisation ProVeg (https://proveg.com/) and the personal
network of the first author.
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In step 2, the categories were validated in semi-structured follow-up
interviews. The goal of the follow-up interviews was to explore
whether the underlying categorisation strategies were taxonomic or
goal-derived. Due to time and fatigue constraints, not all categories
could realistically be discussed for all participants. Therefore, cate
gories that participants indicated as easy and hard to compile were
prioritised for in-depth discussion. Participants were asked to give a
label and explain the meaning of each category, elaborated on why
they decided to group products in certain categories, and indicate
which products could be cross-categorised. Participants explained
the strategy they used in grouping the products. Lastly, to confirm
participants’ underlying categorisation strategy we asked which
categorisation strategy they preferred. Moreover, this question gives
depth in answering the research question in case no recognisable
categorisation strategy was named during open questions. After
wards, participants were thanked, and the videorecording was
turned off. Participants received a ten-euro gift voucher as reward.
Data was anonymized prior to analysis.

Banerji, 2016). Participants were interviewed about their ability to
apply cross-categorisation (Chowdhury et al., 2018; Ross & Murphy,
1999) by asking if participants could place products in multiple cate
gories. Preference for taxonomic versus goal-derived categorisation was
estimated by asking to what extent the groups made by the participant
were congruent with positioning in the participants’ most frequented
supermarket (the exact questions can be found in the protocol in the
Supplementary Data).
In the screening survey, demographic variables age, gender, and
household composition were measured (Table 1). The variable dietary
preference was used as grouping variable. Other variables measured were
experience with plant-based alternatives (Elzerman et al., 2021) indicating
consumption frequencies of meat, fish, dairy, plant-based meat- and
dairy alternatives per week, and cooking habits indicating weekly fre
quencies of cooking fresh meals and preparing new recipes (Varela et al.,
2021; Weinrich, 2019).
2.1.4. Procedure
Data for each individual participant was collected in a single online
session via Microsoft Teams in May and June 2021. After participants’
permission, the video recording was turned on and participants gave
oral consent. Both the card-sorting task and interview were videorecorded (see protocol in Supplementary Data).

2.1.5. Data analysis
The propositions and analysis plan were specified before data
collection.
Card-sort task. The card-sort task was analysed in SPSS (IBM SPSS
Statistics for Windows, Version 28.0) with a hierarchical cluster analysis
(Ward’s method) based on pairwise distances (Squared Euclidean dis
tance; Blanchard et al., 2017). Numerical summaries of the cluster so
lutions (i.e., agglomeration schedules) show changes in coefficients and
indicate the distance at which clusters were combined. Both scree plots
and dendrograms (i.e., graphical representations of agglomeration
schedules) were used to decide upon a reasonable number of clusters to
use in further analysis. Dendrograms were scrutinized to analyse the
cluster steps (i.e., distance of the branches) and relative sizes of the
clusters (i.e., how many and which products were in one cluster; Mal
hotra et al., 2017).
The results are described per consumer group. For each group, the
results were interpreted top-down focusing on clusters that represent the
role of proteins in nutrition. In addition, protein products were located
and, if not part of a “protein cluster”, further discussed.
Follow-up interviews. Over 26 hours of video material was recorded
and transcribed verbatim. The card-sort task and follow-up interview
lasted about 40 min (SD = 9 min) on average. Interviews were partly
inductive (in-vivo), partly thematically content coded using ATLAS.ti
(ATLAS.ti Scientific Software Development GmbH for Windows, Version
9.0). For thematic coding, 29 codes were predefined (Table 2). Two
interviews per dietary group – vegetarians, omnivores, flexitarians and
vegans, respectively – were coded first to avoid anchor effects regarding
specific dietary groups when creating in-vivo codes. After the first 8
interviews, interviews were coded in no particular order.

In step 1, participants generated categories by a free card-sorting
task. Before the actual task, participants received a short practice
task with 10 food products to get familiar with the procedure. After
the practice task and before the free card-sorting task, participants
were required to take at least 8 s per set of 10 products (total of 64 s)
to familiarize themselves with the 80 cards by scrolling through
them. Cards were shown in random order, presented on 10 screens
containing 8 products each. For the actual free card-sorting task, all
cards were presented on an online whiteboard, in stacks of 10. Each
stack consisted of roughly 1 animal-derived meat product, 1 animalderived dairy product, 1 plant-based meat alternative, 1 plant-based
dairy alternative, 1 legume/nut and 3 non-protein products,
balanced to be as close as possible to an equal composition across
product groups. Participants were instructed to sort each card (once)
based on their own criteria. Participants were encouraged to speak
out loud, free to take as much time and to form as many groups they
wanted (more than one and less than 80 to ensure grouping).

Table 1
Sample characteristics Study 1 (N = 40).
Gender

Female

30 (75%)

Age (years)

Mean [range]

Household composition

Married/living together with child
(ren) at home
Married/living together with child
(ren) away from home
Married/living together without
children
Single with child(ren) at home
Single with child(ren) away from
home
Single without children
Living with parents
Never
Less than 1 day a week
1 or 2 days a week
3 or 4 days a week
5 days a week or more
Never
Less than 1 day a week
1 or 2 days a week
3 or 4 days a week
5 days a week or more

44.2
[21–71]
16

Cooking a fresh meal
average week

Preparing a new recipe
average week

2.2. Results

4

In the presentation of results, we focus on categorisations of the 55
protein products per consumer group (omnivores, flexitarians, vege
tarians and vegans). Non-protein products are depicted in the dendro
grams for completeness, but not further discussed. Table 3 provides an
overview of clusters and categorisation strategies per consumer group,
along with dietary preferences used as recruitment criteria, de
mographics, and background variables regarding consumption
frequencies.

5
3
2
8
2
0
1
0
13
26
0
19
17
4
0

2.2.1. Omnivores
Card-sort task data. The dendrogram (Fig. 1) and scree plot
(Appendix C), suggests a 5-cluster solution for omnivores. Viewing the
dendrogram top-down, the results show that omnivores first distinguish
plant-based meat alternatives and animal-derived meat together from
the rest. Second, omnivores clustered animal-derived dairy and plant4
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Nevertheless, they frequently associated plant-based or hybrid products
with organic, sustainable, or responsible in terms of health, but not with
vegetarian or plant-based per se: “like the plant-based croquette […], I was
not sure whether it is understood as organic, sustainable […] or that it is
really vegetarian […] it seems just friendly, not so much really vegetarian. I
find it sometimes hard to define plant-based correctly” (Participant 11). This
finding follows previous research indicating that consumers infer
organic food products to be lower in calories (Schuldt & Schwarz, 2010)
and the general finding that alternative proteins are considered
healthier and more environmentally friendly (Onwezen et al., 2021)
presenting a ‘health halo’ effect (Curtain & Grafenauer, 2019; Pock
lington et al., 2021).
Omnivores split animal-derived meat and plant-based meat rela
tively late compared to the other three groups who all separated animalderived meat in the first phase. One explanation for categorising animalderived meat and plant-based meat together is a goal-derived catego
risation approach (e.g., based on scripts or supermarket layout) where
plant-based meat can be replaced one-on-one with animal-derived meat
and thus fulfil the same goal in a meal: “I’ve never eaten it [plant-based
meat alternative], it’s an alternative meat product, so I would expect that
there [animal-derived meat aisle in supermarket] too, that instead of a
meatball, you take tofu, I think” (Participant 15).
Omnivores categorised hybrid meat products as plant-based meat
alternatives because: “[…] it just belongs to plant-based meat […] in my
experience, it is no longer real meat (Participant 22) and “it feels as vege
tarian to me” (Participant 40). Hybrid meat products carry a sentiment of
a “thinned-out” product for omnivores, who view hybrid meat not as
full-fledged animal-derived meat.

Table 2
Thematic coding scheme.
Taxonomic categorisations
1. Mimicking
2. Processing
3. Origin (i.e., plant or animal)
4. Novelty of origin
Goal-derived categorisations
5. Meal type
6. Scripts
7. Nutritional value
8. Healthiness
Underlying motivations
9. Experience/familiarity
10. Habits
11. Health beliefs
12. Social aspects
13. Consideration set
Interview questions
14. Easy to categorise
15. Hard to categorise
16. Cross-categorisation
17. Preference positioning
18. Congruence supermarket
Product type
19. Animal-protein: meat
20. Animal-protein: fish
21. Plant-protein: meat alternatives: analogues
22. Plant-protein: meat alternatives: non-analogues
23. Animal-protein: dairy
24. Plant-protein: dairy alternatives
25. Hybrid meat
26. Hybrid dairy
27. Plant-protein: nuts
28. Plant-protein: beans
29. Vegetables

2.2.2. Flexitarians
Card-sort task data. The output of the cluster analysis – see
dendrogram (Fig. 2) and scree plot (Appendix C) – suggests a 4-cluster
solution for flexitarians. Viewing the dendrogram top-down, plantbased meat alternatives were split directly by flexitarians. Secondly,
animal-derived meat and fish were grouped together. Thirdly, dairy
(including animal-derived and plant-based dairy) were separated from
the rest.
Flexitarians grouped both nuts and beans in a residual group, and did
not associate these products with meat, dairy or plant-based alterna
tives. Hybrid meat is grouped with animal-derived meat. Similar to
omnivores, flexitarians made no clear distinction between animalderived, plant-based or hybrid dairy. Another noticeable product in
the residual group is jackfruit, which is associated with fruit, but not
with plant-based meat or dairy alternatives.
Interview data. Most flexitarians used taxonomic categorisation
strategies (n = 9), often combined with goal-derived categorisations (n
= 7). Goal-derived categories were based on preparation scripts (e.g.,
pasta dish), usage (e.g., snacks), nutrition (e.g., rich in fibres), or
manufacturing processes. According to more than half of the flexitarians
(n = 6), their categorisation is not or only partially (n = 1) similar to
their most frequented supermarket, indicating that current supermarket
categorisation serves more traditional omnivore diets. Most flexitarians
(n = 7) were able to cross-categorise, for example, by acknowledging
that nuts taxonomically belong together, but besides “[…] I […] see them
as very good meat substitutes” (Participant 16), and that legumes are “[…]
both used as a vegetable, but usually also as a replacement for meat”
(Participant 17). Similarly, for mushrooms “[…] which can of course also
be used as, how to say, meat substitute, but I see it as a vegetable in the first
place.” (Participant 29). The ability to cross-categorise illustrates that
flexitarians have some expertise with plant-based alternatives and
indicate that flexitarians are conscious about plant-based non-analogues
as well. All ten flexitarians preferred a taxonomic over a goal-derived
categorisation, of which two participants were open to goal-derived
categorisations.
Flexitarians were somewhat struggling with splitting animal-derived
from plant-based dairy alternatives. Participant 6: “I always find [the

Note. Thematic codes are based on categorisation strategy literature (Felcher
et al., 2001) specified across four dimensions on which alternative proteins
differ proposed by Fischer et al. (2023; codes 1–8). A priori consumer motiva
tions (codes 9–13) are based on literature investigating consumers’ barriers to
the protein transition (e.g., De Boer et al., 2017; Hartmann & Siegriest, 2017).
Open interview questions about (un)ease of categorisation, categorisation
strategy (Felcher et al., 2001), cross-categorisation (e.g., Khare & Chowdhury,
2015) and preferred presentation logic are coded with codes 14–18. Further
more, the 80 products are aggregated using codes 19–29.

based dairy alternatives together. Third, omnivores distinguished be
tween animal-derived meat and plant-based meat alternatives. Fourth,
vegetables are distinguished from the residual group.
Nuts and beans are in a residual group and not associated with meat,
dairy or plant-based alternatives. Hybrid dairy is seen as animal-derived
dairy, whereas hybrid meat is viewed as plant-based meat alternative.
For both meat and dairy, omnivores did not clearly distinguish between
animal-derived, plant-based or hybrids. Animal-derived products like
cheese, fish, croquette and eggs were placed in the residual group. Fish
(i.e., salmon and fish-fingers) and croquette were grouped with fries as
(deep-fried) “snacks”.
Interview data. All ten omnivores used both taxonomic and goalderived categorisation strategies. Goal-derived categorisations were
based on meal type and usage (e.g., breakfast, snacks) and health. For
example, nuts are grouped as snack and “[…] camembert together with
crisps and cocktail nuts as snacks with a drink” (Participant 38). According
to most omnivores (n = 7), their categorisation resembles shelf cate
gories in their most frequented supermarket. Half of the omnivores (n =
5) were able to cross-categorise, for example by acknowledging that
hummus “[…] belongs to both spreads and plant-based alternatives”
(Participant 11). Most omnivores (n = 7) preferred a taxonomic cate
gorisation, some of them were open to goal-derived categorisations (n =
3).
Some omnivores (n = 4) had no clear definition of “plant-based”.
5
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Table 3
Overview clusters and categorisation strategies per consumer group.
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Note. Information of one omnivore is incomplete due to a problem at the recruitment
agency. The “other” residual category contains most non-protein products including
snacks, drinks, starch, sauces and spreads. See full set of products in Appendix A.

Fig. 1. Clusterdendrogram omnivores Note. n = 10. Dotted line indicates the number of clusters determined from scree plot (see Appendix C).

vegetarian products] a bit unclear, because I’m not really a vegetarian
myself, but I am trying to become one at the moment, at least a few days a
week […] but I come from a tradition of meat […] I don’t know all the names
[of vegetarian products] yet […] so […] a few things I saw were also a bit
unclear, then I thought oh, that must be vegetarian”. This appears to be
centred around their perception that by reducing animal-derived meat
consumption animal lives are saved, but this is not central to the use of

animal-derived dairy, as illustrated by Participant 3: “[…] in hindsight, I
think yes, that should have been two rows, completely plant-based dairy and
regular dairy, but at first, I thought, yes … it’s quite equal to me to be honest.
Maybe also because the fact that animals don’t have to die for it, then I think
yes, gosh, that cow gives milk today and tomorrow too, but it can’t give the
same piece of meat today and tomorrow. So, I think a little easier about that
in one way or another”.
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Fig. 2. Clusterdendrogram flexitarians. Note. n = 10. Dotted line indicates the number of clusters determined from scree plot (see Appendix C).

In contrast to omnivores, most flexitarians categorised hybrid meat
as animal-derived meat, even though half of the protein is of plant
origin. Participant 3: “[…] if I want to buy something vegetarian, which I do
a lot to be honest […] then I’ll go for 100% vegetarian, and not something
like secretly half meat and half vegetables, then you have to do it right right
away, so I don’t like those products”. Participant 28: ‘[…] there’s still meat
in it, so […] it is not a meat substitute, no”. Some flexitarians (n = 2)
thought at first instance that hybrid meat products were fully plantbased meat alternatives.

distinguished plant-based dairy alternatives from animal-derived dairy.
Similar to omnivores and flexitarians, vegetarians did not directly
associate nuts and beans with plant-based proteins, but these products
do seem to take a more prominent place in vegetarians’ diets, because
they were separated (together with vegetables and fruits) from the re
sidual group. Margarine was also grouped as animal-derived dairy,
despite that it is plant-based. Hummus was allocated in the residual
group and not associated with plant-based alternatives. Hybrid meat
was seen as animal-derived meat by vegetarians.
Interview data. Vegetarians categorised based on taxonomy (n =
10), often combined with goal-derived categorisations (n = 6) based on
manufacturing processes (e.g., processed vs. natural), origin, or usage
scripts (e.g., snacks). Most vegetarians (n = 7) perceived their catego
risation as similar to their most frequented supermarket. More than half
of the vegetarians (n = 7) was able to cross-categorise. For example,
according to Participant 19, chickpeas belong to legumes or vegetables,
but can also be categorised as plant-based alternative. All ten vegetar
ians preferred a taxonomic categorisation over a goal-derived
categorisation.
Vegetarians assigned less weight to the “traditional meat and dairy
roles” and grouped plant-based alternatives together, regardless of
whether a product is an alternative to meat or dairy: “[…] the plant-based
dairy and the plant-based meat substitutes is one for me […] because it’s all

2.2.3. Vegetarians
Card-sort task data. The dendrogram (Fig. 3) gives a 5-cluster so
lution, whereas the scree plot (see Appendix C) suggests a 4-, 5- or 6cluster solution for vegetarians. The step from 5 to 4 clusters is rela
tively large, implying that valuable information is lost when opting for a
4-cluster solution. As the 6-cluster solution separates a small cluster,
adding not much information, we follow the dendrogram and decided
upon a 5-cluster solution for vegetarians. Vegetarians first separated
animal-derived meat (including fish). Second, vegetarians split both
plant-based meat and plant-based dairy alternatives from the rest. In the
third step, animal-derived dairy was clustered. Fourth, vegetables,
fruits, nuts and beans were clustered.
Vegetarians (compared to omnivores and flexitarians) clearly

Fig. 3. Clusterdendrogram vegetarians Note. n = 10. Dotted line indicates the number of clusters determined from scree plot (see Appendix C).
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Interview data. All ten vegans categorised based on taxonomy. Most
vegans combined both taxonomic and goal-derived strategies (n = 8)
based on health or usage (e.g., breakfast, snacks). Most vegans (n = 7)
perceived their categorisation as similar to their most frequented su
permarket. More than half of the vegans (n = 6) were able to crosscategorise, by for example “[…] using mushrooms both as vegetable and
protein replacer” (Participant 34). Taxonomic categorisations were
preferred by most vegans (n = 8), but some were open to goal-derived
categorisations (n = 3).
The separation of animal-derived and plant-based ingredients is most
important for meat and dairy, and less for sauces (e.g., vegan mayon
naise together with mayonnaise and other sauces) and butter (e.g.,
margarine which is seen as animal-derived together with butter).
Some vegans (n = 3) based their categorisation on the supermarket
layout, either consciously or unconsciously: “[…] if I classify those animal
things, yes, I don’t have that association with that, so it turns out that you
have a supermarket categorisation […] while for yourself, if you actually
look at your own opinion … yes I might have had all those, say what I called
non-food, all animal cruelty stuff, just have to take it out, and just put it away
as animal suffering […] so I do have thought based on supermarket layout”.
Preferences whether animal-derived meat and dairy and plant-based
meat and dairy alternatives should be positioned together or separately
varied amongst vegans. Participant 18: “Of course, it’s easier when they
[animal-derived and plant-based meat] are separated, but, well, it’s not
necessary for me. […] it had been in the news for a while, that it was unclear
to some people whether a product was plant-based or not, then I’m like yes,
you can also just turn the packaging around and read. It’s not that hard is it”
(Participant 18). Some vegans (n = 2) preferred that animal-derived
meat and dairy are positioned separately from plant-based meat and
dairy alternatives, although, less strong so for animal-derived dairy than
for animal-derived meat. One potential reason is that for meat “it is very
visible that it is animal-derived, you see more of an animal in it (Participant
34), whereas for dairy “is it less intense to see it side by side” (Participant
34) because “animal [dairy] is all bottled” and thus less visible compared
to meat. Similarly, hybrids (both hybrid meat and dairy) were preferred
to be positioned apart from plant-based alternatives. However, some
vegans (n = 3) endorsed a supermarket positioning where animalderived and plant-based meat and dairy alternatives are geographi
cally closer, because it serves a “higher goal that more people will grab
something that are not used to that, and come into contact with it, and then
maybe have a positive experience, and maybe eat more plant-based, whether

plant-based” (Participant 10). Vegetarians seemed to focus more on the
processed dimension of analogues: “I do find that a problem, with a lot of
processed products, including vegetarian products, that quite a lot of salt is
added” (Participant 4).
Hybrid meat was categorised as animal-derived meat: “[…] even if
it’s fifty-fifty then I still throw it under meat, because I don’t want meat, so
even if it’s fifty-fifty, I still don’t want it” (Participant 24).
Not all vegetarians separated animal-derived dairy from plant-based
dairy, because “as a vegetarian you can eat both [animal-derived] custard
and yoghurt, but you can also choose the vegetable base” (Participant 12).
Most vegetarians (n = 9) preferred to see plant-based meat alternatives
positioned separately from animal-derived meat in the supermarket: “at
least I expect that when I walk to a vegetarian shelf that there are really only
vegetarian products, and not say something with meat in between, I would
simply find it disturbing” (Participant 8). Plant-based meat and dairy al
ternatives do not have to be geographically separated, as long as pack
aging or information is clear: “it does not necessarily have to be that the
meat is here and the meat substitutes there, but also together in one shelf could
also be done, but then separated in that shelf, so to speak” (Participant 27).
But for animal-derived dairy, this distinction is less important, even for
cheeses which are not always strictly vegetarian: “often cheese is vacuum
packed, or so well-packed that it is just completely closed […] it is different
with meat, […] meat can be [presented in supermarket] open and exposed”
(Participant 12).
2.2.4. Vegans
Card-sort task data. For vegans, a 6-cluster solution is chosen based
on the dendrogram (Fig. 4) and scree plot (Appendix C). Vegans
distinguished between animal-derived and plant-based proteins. Sec
ond, within the category of animal-derived products, meat and dairy
were separated. Third, vegans distinguished ‘plant-based meat alterna
tives’. Fourth, a group with ‘plant-based dairy alternatives’ was
compiled. Fifth, ‘vegetables, fruits, nuts and beans’ were separated from
the residual group.
Similar to vegetarians, vegans grouped nuts and beans together with
vegetables and fruits, but nuts and beans were separated earlier by
vegans compared to vegetarians. This implies that nuts and beans are
more prominent in vegan diets. Protein products that ended up in the
residual group were fish, vegetarian meat alternatives (i.e., Valess® and
Quorn® which are not completely plant-based but contain animalderived ingredients such as dairy) and eggs.

Fig. 4. Clusterdendrogram vegans Note. n = 10. Dotted line indicates the number of clusters determined from scree plot (see Appendix C).
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that’s vegan, vegetarian or even mixed, huh, I mean, that’s worth more to me”
(Participant 33).

Table 4
Sample characteristics Study 2 (N = 81).

2.3. Discussion
Meat and plant-based meat alternatives were separated by all con
sumers. Omnivores separated plant-based meat relatively late from
meat, whereas flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans immediately made
this distinction. Dairy and plant-based dairy alternatives were grouped
together by omnivores and flexitarians and not by vegetarians and
vegans. Nuts and beans were not clearly associated with proteins, espe
cially not by omnivores and flexitarians, but also vegetarians and vegans
did not readily classify nuts and beans as plant-based proteins. Hybrid
meat was categorised as plant-based meat alternative by omnivores,
whereas flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans view hybrids as animalderived meat. Hybrid dairy was seen as animal-derived dairy by all
groups, but generally, the distinction between animal-derived, plantbased and hybrid dairy was not very salient, except for vegans.
Although the results of Study 1 illustrate similarities and differences
across the four consumer groups, the sample was rather small with only
10 participants per group. Where previous card-sorting studies
comparing different groups range from 10 (e.g., Bekker et al., 2017) to
50 participants per group (e.g., Gaillard & Urdapilleta, 2011), the sug
gested optimal number of participants for card-sorting is 20 participants
per group on average (Lantz et al., 2019; Tullis & Wood, 2004). In
addition, the card-sort in Study 1 was conducted online. Card-sorting
was initially developed for physical cards (Conrad & Tucker, 2019)
and although Bussolon et al. (2006) argue that online card-sorting is
comparable to physical card-sorting, the differences in procedure may
have influenced the outcomes. Therefore, we conducted a second study
using physical cards and a larger sample to investigate robustness of the
outcomes of Study 1.

Gender

Female

46 (55.6%)

Age (years)

Mean [range]

Household composition

Married/living together with child
(ren) at home
Married/living together with child
(ren) away from home
Married/living together without
children
Single with child(ren) at home
Single with child(ren) away from
home
Single without children
Living with parents
Other
Never
Less than 1 day a week
1 or 2 days a week
3 or 4 days a week
5 days a week or more
Never
Less than 1 day a week
1 or 2 days a week
3 or 4 days a week
5 days a week or more

49.2
[20–86]
6

Cooking a fresh meal
average week

Preparing a new recipe
average week

16
20
14
11
11
2
1
0
0
3
17
61
3
41
26
7
4

(South-East), 23 in Den Haag (West) and 26 in Utrecht (Central). At the
start, participants gave written consent. As in Study 1, participants
received a short practice task with 10 food products. After that, 80 cards
were randomly presented on a table. Participants were asked to inspect
the cards before sorting and then generate categories as in Study 1.
Participants were encouraged to speak out loud, free to take as much
time and to form as many groups they wanted. Participants provided
every group with a label. Afterwards, participants were thanked and
rewarded with a twenty-five-euro gift voucher. Data was anonymized
and analysed in the same way as Study 1.

3. Study 2
3.1. Methods

3.2. Results and discussion

The setup was similar to Study 1, except for that the card-sort task
was conducted in real life, and no interviews were held. The study was
approved by the Social Sciences Ethics Committee from Wageningen
University & Research.
The card-sort protocol of Study 1 (see Supplementary Data) was
adapted to an offline version while keeping the protocol as much iden
tical as possible. Participants were presented with the same 80 food
products as in Study 1, but instead of online, cards were printed in fullcolour and laminated on 105 × 148mm (A6) format. Using the same
purposive sampling procedure as Study 1, eighty-one Dutch respondents
were recruited through the Dutch research company Flycatcher
(https://www.flycatcher.eu/en/).2 In a screening survey, participants
reported dietary preferences (N = 81; 21 omnivores, 20 flexitarians, 20
vegetarians, 20 vegans3) and demographics (Table 4).
As in Study 1, participants were asked to create as many piles as they
considered relevant. We administered which products were placed
together and which labels were used to describe a category by taking a
photograph. Additional background variables were administered
through a survey after the sorting task (Table 4).
Data was collected in July 2022. Each participant was invited for a
45-min individual session at one of three geographically dispersed lo
cations throughout the country of The Netherlands: 32 in Maastricht

Clusters identified in Study 2 are compared to those in Study 1 to
identify agreement and additional outcomes. Table 5 provides an
overview of clusters per consumer group, along with demographics and
background variables.
3.2.1. Omnivores
As in Study 1, the dendrogram (Fig. 5) and scree plot (Appendix C)
suggest a similar 5-cluster solution for omnivores. As in Study 1, om
nivores split meat and plant-based meat alternatives relatively late
compared to other consumer groups (i.e., flexitarians, vegetarians and
vegans). Also as in Study 1, omnivores group animal-derived dairy and
plant-based dairy alternatives together. Similar to Study 1, beans were
not associated with plant-based meat alternatives, but in contrast to
Study 1, beans were grouped with vegetables rather than the “other”
cluster. Contrasting to Study 1, fish products were grouped with animal
derived meats instead of the “other” cluster. Hybrids (both meat and
dairy) were seen as animal-derived proteins, and not as plant-based al
ternatives, while in Study 1, omnivores categorised hybrid meat as
plant-based meat alternatives. This suggests that some products are
somewhere in the ambiguous border between categories (cf. Bekker
et al., 2017).
3.2.2. Flexitarians
The cluster analysis (Fig. 6) and scree plot (Appendix C) suggests a 5cluster solution for flexitarians, where fruit, nuts, beans and vegetables
were split from the “other” category compared to Study 1. As in Study 1,
plant-based meat alternatives were subcategorised on the highest level.
Similar to Study 1, flexitarians grouped meat and fish together, as well as

2

We contracted Flycatcher for recruitment as MSI-ACI used in Study 1 could
not provide participants for the physical study.
3
Due to the low proportion of vegans in the Netherlands, Flycatcher could
only find 3 vegans willing to participate in their panel. The other 17 vegans
were recruited via Facebook groups.
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Table 5
Overview clusters per consumer group.

Note. The “other” residual category contains most non-protein products including snacks, drinks,
starch, sauces and spreads. See full set of products in Appendix A.

animal-derived and plant-based dairy together. In contrast to Study 1,
hybrid meat was seen as plant-based meat alternative, further suggest
ing its ambiguous nature.

based meat and dairy alternatives together, which suggests a slightly
different starting point of categorisation: classification along the attri
bute of origin (Study 1) or the product type (Study 2). In Study 2, beans,
nuts and fruits are in a residual category and not together with vege
tables as in Study 1.

3.2.3. Vegetarians
As in Study 1, the dendrogram (Fig. 7) and scree plot (Appendix C)
suggest a 5-cluster solution for vegetarians. As in Study 1, vegetarians
first separated animal-derived meat (including fish and hybrid meat). In
Study 2, vegetarians grouped plant-based dairy alternatives together
with animal-derived dairy, where in Study 1, vegetarians grouped plant-

3.2.4. Vegans
For vegans, a similar 6-cluster solution to Study 1 is shown by the
dendrogram (Fig. 8) and scree plot (Appendix C). The most obvious
difference compared to Study 1 is that vegans categorised beans, nuts
11
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Fig. 5. Clusterdendrogram omnivores. Note. n = 21. Dotted line indicates the number of clusters determined from scree plot (see Appendix C).

Fig. 6. Clusterdendrogram flexitarians. Note. n = 20. Dotted line indicates the number of clusters determined from scree plot (see Appendix C).

Fig. 7. Clusterdendrogram vegetarians. Note. n = 20. Dotted line indicates the number of clusters determined from scree plot (see Appendix C).
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Fig. 8. Clusterdendrogram vegans. Note. n = 20. Dotted line indicates the number of clusters determined from scree plot (see Appendix C).

and fruits in a residual category and not together with vegetables. As in
Study 1, vegans distinguished between animal-derived and plant-based
proteins. Meat and dairy, as well as plant-based meat alternatives and
plant-based dairy alternatives are distinguished, and vegetables are
separated from the residual group.

Compared to meat, the animal-origin of dairy thus seems less important
for omnivores, flexitarians and also for some vegetarians. One possible
explanation for this finding is the sentiment amongst consumers that
animals are not (at least not directly) slaughtered to produce dairy.
Vegans strictly separate all animal-derived products from plant-based
alternatives. Our findings thus nuance previous literature that ap
proaches “meat reducers” as one consumer group (De Bakker & Dag
evos, 2010) and illustrate variation in categorisations between
flexitarians, vegetarians, and vegans.
Nuts and beans are not clearly associated with proteins, especially not
by omnivores and flexitarians, but also vegetarians and vegans do not
readily classify nuts and beans as plant-based alternatives. Nuts and
beans are hard to classify more generally as they sometimes were listed
among vegetables, and sometimes among the miscellaneous “other”
category.
Hybrid meat (i.e., consisting of 50% animal-derived and 50% plantbased ingredients) is shown to be an ambiguous product for omni
vores and flexitarians (cf. Bekker et al., 2017, 2021). Hybrid meat is
categorised as plant-based meat alternative by omnivores in Study 1 and
flexitarians in Study 2. Vegetarians and vegans view hybrids consistently
as animal-derived meat. In categorising hybrid meat, the partial plant
origin seems more relevant compared to plant-based meat alternatives
for omnivores, because hybrids carry a sentiment of a “thinned-out”
product. Hybrid meat products are generally targeted at flexitarians
(Grasso & Jaworska, 2020) and previous research indicated that flex
itarians seem more willing to try hybrid meat products compared to
consumers who are not experienced with plant-based proteins (Banovic
et al., 2022). Although this previous research suggests flexitarians may
be willing to consume hybrid meat, the results of Study 1 suggest that
they nevertheless classify it as meat, and that hybrid meat may not
contribute to self-set meat reduction goals. Hybrid dairy is seen as
animal-derived dairy by all groups, but generally, the distinction be
tween animal-derived, plant-based and hybrid dairy is not very salient
amongst consumers, except for vegans.

4. General discussion and conclusion
Using a theory-based qualitative approach, this study examined how
omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans categorise plant-based
proteins. We distinguish between these consumer groups to learn from
plant-based oriented consumers and provide input for the positioning of
plant-based proteins for all consumer groups. Three main conclusions
regarding (1) resulting categories, (2) dominantly used categorisation
strategy, and (3) cross-categorisation across these four consumer groups
are discussed below.
4.1. Resulting categories across omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians and
vegans
We first focus on the resulting categories across consumer groups.
Meat and plant-based meat alternatives are separated by all consumer
groups. The animal origin seems central in categorising meat and fish,
enhancing previous findings that meat as animal-origin product is a
separate category from plant-based foods (Blake et al., 2007; Chollet
et al., 2022; Hoek et al., 2011; Ross & Murphy, 1999). Yet, we nuance
these findings by showing that omnivores split meat and plant-based
meat alternatives relatively late compared to other consumer groups
(i.e., flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans). The distinction in origin
seems less relevant for omnivores, as plant-based meat alternatives are
not integrated to omnivorous diets. Similarly, a previously conducted
sorting task found that meat and plant-based meat alternatives were
perceived to be similar and grouped in the category ‘processed meat’ (e.
g., burgers, sausages) by non-vegetarian consumers (Hoek et al., 2011).
There are clear differences in categorisations of meat and dairy be
tween groups. Dairy and plant-based dairy alternatives are grouped
together by omnivores, flexitarians and vegetarians, but not by vegans.
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4.2. Dominance of taxonomic strategies in categorising plant-based
proteins

compared to consumers who have lower dietary expertise. Although
all groups demonstrate similarities in (cross)categorisation strategies,
resulting categories differ per consumer group, corresponding to their
dietary lifestyle.
Amongst flexitarians, the ability to cross-categorise proteins is
promising: flexitarians show (at least some) expertise in consciously
replacing animal-derived with plant-based proteins. Flexitarians have to
combine expertise of omnivores (high animal-derived, low plant-based)
with that of vegetarians/vegans (experts in plant-based). This suggests
that flexitarians need most deliberation when considering proteins, as
they have to make a more informed choice that cannot be based on naive
intuition about plant-based proteins (which serves omnivores well).
Flexitarians likely lack mature intuition, which allows vegetarians and
vegans to classify plant-based proteins easily (cf. U-shaped model for
intuition by level of expertise; Baylor, 2001). In terms of meat con
sumption, omnivores are experts, which explains (not in line with our
original proposition) why omnivores can easily classify animal-derived
and plant-based proteins: omnivores start from their intuitive classifi
cation of animal origin products. Thus, omnivores, vegetarians, and
vegans are experts in their sub-area of proteins they consume. Flex
itarians fall in-between novices and experts: they need to deliberately
choose between both animal-derived and plant-based proteins, poten
tially leading to cross-categorisations.

In spite of observed differences in categorisations of plant-based
proteins, taxonomic categorisation strategies (i.e., spontaneously
accessed relations based on attributes such as origin, taste and appear
ance) are dominantly applied across all four consumer groups. This main
finding is contrasting our initial proposition. We expected to see more
goal-based categorisation strategies (i.e., clusters based on shared con
sumption goals) amongst experts (i.e., vegetarians and vegans), because
they have more extensive knowledge of plant-based proteins than nov
ices (i.e., omnivores and flexitarians). Our finding that experts also
predominantly use taxonomic categorisation approaches is in line with
the finding that taxonomic relations do not become less salient among
experts; rather, knowledge of goal-derived relations appears to augment
rather than replace taxonomic knowledge (Coley & Betz, 2018). This
leaves the option that besides taxonomic categorisations, experts
develop additional goal-derived categorisations. We recommend future
studies to research whether additional goal-based categorisations are
more prominent amongst vegetarians and vegans.
Although taxonomic strategies were dominant, many consumers
combined both strategies. We find that consumers do not always use a
single strategy and sometimes use both taxonomic and goal-derived
categorisation strategies simultaneously, in line with findings of Law
son et al. (2017). One possible explanation is that both categorisation
strategies can coexist and used simultaneously. The distinction between
taxonomic and goal-derived categories is not always clear-cut. Our
research confirms literature by showing that the seemingly clear-cut
theoretical distinction between different categorisation strategies is
fuzzier in practice (Felcher et al., 2001). Thereby, our results confirm
categorisation theory by pointing out that consumers can switch be
tween taxonomic and goal-derived categorisation strategies or use two
strategies simultaneously (co-existence).
Taxonomic categorisations in supermarkets are preferred over goalderived categorisations by most consumers across groups. From the in
terviews we learned that most consumers follow the taxonomy of their
most frequented supermarket, providing support for the notion that
consumers categorise plant-based alternatives along similar lines as
animal-derived products. The supermarket layout seems salient across
all groups in both studies. The prevailing supermarket categorisation
seems to be least supportive to flexitarians who are redefining their diet.
Flexitarians struggle with ambiguous products such as hybrid meat and
created the fewest piles in Study 1, showing that flexitarians have most
problems in making specific categories across animal and plant-based
protein sources. This finding indicates that current supermarket cate
gorisations serve consumers towards both ends of a continuum (i.e.,
omnivore versus plant-based diets). Flexitarians are in the middle of this
continuum and have to manage that they sometimes consume meat and
sometimes plant-based meat alternatives, potentially experiencing more
trouble in limiting their consideration sets.

4.4. Managerial implications
We suggest that marketers and retailers tailor the communication
and positioning strategies of plant-based proteins to specific consumer
groups (Kerslake et al., 2021), which requires special attention for
flexitarians. For instance, marketers can use personalized plant-based
product offers (e.g., free trials, recipes) based on previous (online)
shopping behaviour.
As preferences within and between consumer groups vary whether
animal-derived products should be positioned next to plant-based
products, retailers should be cautious in mixing animal-derived with
plant-based proteins in one aisle. While including plant-based meat al
ternatives in a meat shelf may help flexitarians, it may upset vegans. An
implication for retailers could therefore be to implement co-existence of
categorisation strategies and rely on consumers’ ability to crosscategorise by using goal-derived presentations for various types of
plant-based products (e.g., use head of shelf to present all ingredients/
compartments of a meal, mixing analogues and non-analogues) within
taxonomic aisles (where consumers usually go) to increase the chance
that more consumers encounter plant-based proteins. While such stra
tegies are difficult to implement in brick-and-mortar stores, given the
flexibility of online supermarkets, it would be worthwhile to further
investigate positioning strategies of plant-based proteins tailored on
consumer profiles, mixing taxonomic and goal-derived positioning.
The limited categorisation of non-analogues (e.g., nuts and beans) as
plant-based alternatives to meat and dairy by all consumer groups
suggests that marketing effort is needed. More attention in terms of clear
communication and information can raise consumer awareness for these
unprocessed non-analogues to be recognized as appropriate proteins
across all consumer groups and become part of the protein transition
(Lemken et al., 2019).
Hybrids are a complex category for consumers, “neither fish, flesh,
nor fowl”. Some omnivores will not consider hybrid meat because they
view it as plant-based meat alternatives, and vice versa, some flex
itarians will not consider hybrid meat because they see it as animalderived meat which they deliberately aim to reduce. Thus, the effec
tiveness of hybrid meat as transition product for consumer choice might
be debated.

4.3. Cross-categorisation among different consumer groups
Cross-categorisations – consumers’ ability to categorise the same
product into multiple (sub)categories – were often not spontaneously
mentioned. When prompted whether consumers could think of other
categorisations or products that fit in more than one category on top of
their initial (often taxonomic) categorisation, more than half of the
consumers – also consumers with assumed lower dietary expertise (i.e.,
omnivores and flexitarians) – demonstrated the ability to crosscategorise. This finding nuances our proposition that consumers who
have dietary expertise show a higher capability to cross-categorise
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4.5. Methodological considerations and future research directions

and/or literacy. For the current study, the sample size and exploratory
nature does not allow us to control for these combinations. Given the
robustness of the outcome of the two studies, and the similarities be
tween the groups, the main conclusions are unlikely to be affected,
although conclusions in relation to expertise have to remain tentative.
Future research should aim for a demographically representative (e.g.,
gender, age), powerful sample of the population to allow stronger
comparisons of categorisations between and within consumer groups
and to draw significant conclusions about, for example, effective posi
tioning strategies for (online) supermarkets.
Although expertise in using plant-based proteins differs between
groups, general food preparation expertise may play an important role
as well. A very creative meat chef might for example more easily use
legumes to create a dinner than a vegan who for the first time ever has to
prepare their own meal. Thus, there may be more overlap between the
consumer groups then we aimed to explore in the current paper. Further
exploration of factors differing between groups – e.g., individual
expertise with ingredients and cooking in general – could hence be
another venue for future research to nuance the findings we present.

Where a supermarket easily offers ten-thousands of different prod
ucts (Cohen & Babey, 2012), in the current study context we had to
make a sub-selection of stimuli to keep the number of cards manageable.
The selection of stimuli may have influenced our findings. We selected a
large number of 80 cards representing a range of relevant products. We
deliberately included (non)protein products (e.g., potato crisps, vege
tables, grains) to limit a selection bias and allow goal-derived catego
risations. As our focus was on protein products, their proportion had to
be relatively large. Despite that, the proportion of animal-derived versus
plant-based proteins in the sorting task might have influenced the for
mation of goal-derived categorisations. While this allowed us to focus on
differences between animal-derived and plant-based protein categories,
which is the main topic of this paper, it may not allow us to consider
such categorisation in a larger supermarket shopping context. Future
research could include a set of products more representative to super
market assortments to prevent a potential overrepresentation of
protein-containing foods that focus attention on taxonomic attributes
instead of shared goals, enabling generation of goal-derived clusters
(Murphy, 2001).
Participants were asked to group all cards once. This may have
resulted in overstated “single-category beliefs” (El Amri, 2019). In some
instances, products that could be cross-categorised by participants
ended up in a single category because the design of the card-sort task
instructed participants to do so. While a single category approach is
likely to reveal initial or automatic categorisation, it may give less
insight into more deliberate and/or cross-categorisation. This may have
resulted to some extent in the dominance of taxonomic categorisation
strategies which tend to be simpler. That this may have occurred is
confirmed by the interviews that some consumers also use goal-based
categorisation strategies when they deliberate on (cross-)catego
risation. Nevertheless, whether this is the case in actual shopping of
foods (and other fast-moving consumer goods) where consumers hardly
deliberate at all (Cohen & Babey, 2012) remains to be seen. To uncover
the full relevance of goal-based and cross-categorisation, follow-up
studies could first apply multi-sorting to study whether multiple cate
gorisation strategies are applied in concept, to be followed by a study in
an actual shopping environment to investigate whether they are also
applied in demanding shopping environments.
Comparing the outcomes of the online card-sorting (Study 1) with
the offline card-sorting (Study 2), we support the notion that online and
offline methods are comparable for large card-sorting tasks (Bussolon
et al., 2006). Personal observations of the interviewer indicate that the
task of sorting 80 cards was substantial, but the burden was manageable.
Although the speed of sorting and the larger number of piles in the
offline version indicate that the burden offline was lower, overall par
ticipants liked to conduct the sorting task (both online and offline).
We used purposive samples to be able to understand different con
sumers groups, in particular currently small consumer groups (i.e., in
the Netherlands only 2% of consumers are vegan, 4.9% vegetarian and
43% flexitarian, whereas 48% of Dutch consumers indicate to frequently
eat meat; Agrifoodmonitor, 2021; Dagevos, 2021; Smart Protein., 2021).
By focusing on these dietary groups, we learned how to potentially
inspire more consumers to join these animal-derived protein reducing or
avoiding groups. The extent to which, for example, a supermarket
should be reorganised to cater these small groups can however not be
determined as their voice is overrepresented in the current study. In
addition, linking expertise and categorisation could lead to a method
ological bias, in particular because vegans in our samples are younger
than the average. Although eating plant-based is associated with
younger age, it is also more common for people that are female, higher
educated and living in urban areas (Deliens et al., 2022, Statistics
Netherlands [CBS], 2021), which can confound with dietary expertise

4.6. Conclusion
Taxonomic categorisation strategies seem dominant in sorting
animal-derived, plant-based and non-protein products for all consumer
groups: omnivores, flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans. Specific tax
onomies and consideration sets differ between consumer groups. Om
nivores separate plant-based meat relatively late from meat, whereas
flexitarians, vegetarians and vegans immediately make this distinction.
Hybrid meat is ambiguous for omnivores and flexitarians. Consumer
groups illustrate clear variations in their categorisations, indicating that
tailored marketing strategies are needed to accelerate the protein
transition.
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Appendix A. Table with products card-sorting task

Protein products

Non-protein products
Snacks
Potato crisps (snacks, dinner)
Cocktail nuts (snacks)

Meat
Hamburger (dinner, snack)
Chicken fillet (dinner, lunch)
Meatballs (dinner, snack)
Salmon (dinner, lunch, breakfast)
Fish fingers (dinner)
Steak (dinner)
Ham slices (lunch)
Schnitzel (dinner)
Croquette (snack, dinner, lunch)
Minced meat (dinner)

Drinks
Orange juice (drinks, breakfast)
Starch
Potatoes (dinner)
Rice (dinner)
Fries (dinner)
Pasta (dinner)
Noodles (dinner)
Sesame bun (dinner, snack)
Bread (breakfast, lunch)
Crackers (breakfast, lunch, snack)
Cornflakes (breakfast)

Meat analogues
Plant-based burger (dinner)
Plant-based chicken chunks (dinner, lunch)
Plant-based meatballs (dinner)
Quorn® fish-free sticks (dinner)
Violife® ham flavour slices (lunch)
Plant-based croquette (snack, dinner, lunch)
Plant-based minced meat (dinner)

Vegetables
Corn (dinner, lunch)
Broccoli (dinner)
Cauliflower (dinner)
Tomato (dinner, lunch)
Carrots (dinner, lunch, snack)

Meat processed non-analogues
Tofu (dinner, lunch)
Tempeh (dinner)
Falafel (dinner)
Jackfruit (dinner, lunch)
Seitan (dinner)
Pulled oats (dinner)
Mushrooms (dinner, lunch, breakfast)

Fruits
Pineapple (dinner, snack)
Avocado (dinner, lunch, breakfast)
Banana (breakfast, snack)
Raisins (snack, breakfast)

Hybrid meat
FiftyFifty® beef burger (mix beef and vegetables (dinner)
FiftyFifty® minced meat (mix beef and vegetables (dinner)
Valess® burger (dairy and plant-based ingredients) (dinner)

Sauces and spreads
Apple sauce (dinner, snack)
Soy sauce (dinner)
Ketchup (dinner, snack)
Peanut butter (breakfast, lunch)

Nuts and beans (i.e., unprocessed non-analogues;
both alternatives to meat and dairy)
Kidney beans (dinner, lunch)
Chickpeas (dinner, lunch, snack)
Lentils (dinner, lunch)
Cashew nuts (snack, dinner, lunch)
Walnuts (snack, dinner, lunch, breakfast)
Almonds (snack, dinner, lunch, breakfast)
Hummus (lunch, dinner, snack)
Dairy
Milk (breakfast, lunch, drinks)
Chocolate milk (breakfast, lunch, drinks)
Yoghurt (breakfast, lunch, dessert)
Cheese slices (lunch)
Grated Parmesan cheese (dinner)
Camembert (snack, dinner)
Eggs (breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack)
Butter (lunch, breakfast)
Mayonnaise (dinner, lunch, snack)
Chocolate dessert (dessert, dinner, snack)
Dairy analogues
Margarine (lunch)
Alpro® Mild & Creamy (breakfast, lunch, dessert)
Alpro® Almond (breakfast, lunch, drink)
Alpro® Soy (breakfast, lunch, drink)
Alpro® chocolate (breakfast, lunch, drinks)
Violife® slices (lunch, breakfast)
Violife® grated (dinner)
Vegan mayonnaise (dinner, snack)
Alpro® dessert dark chocolate (dessert, dinner, snack)
Hybrid dairy
Milk (mix cow/oat milk) (breakfast, lunch, drinks)
Yoghurt (mix yoghurt/soy) (breakfast, lunch, dessert)

Note. Taxonomic categories (goal-derived groups in brackets).
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Appendix B. Subset of 48 cards for card-sort task (product name descriptions in Dutch)
Note. Complete set of 80 cards can be found in the Supplementary Data.
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Appendix C. Scree plots per dietary group

Appendix D. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.appet.2022.106315.
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